
4 sovrum Villa till salu i Archez, Málaga

This is an ideal property for special people. The British Vanguard – TV channel did a programme in this property for
the USA market: “The most extreme houses in the world”.It has also appeared on Spanish television, for examples
Antena 6, Antena 3 and 340-TV, they filmed programmes dedicated towards these houses. There is a main house, two
cottages and a semi covered pool, wardrobes, outdoor sitting areas and other sculptural details. The main house has
two double bedrooms, an open kitchen, living room/dining room, an area for dinners/meetings etc…, a wood burning
fire, a semi open shower, a guest toilet room, a garage, a underground bodega and a covered porch area. The two
cottages are separate and independent, there is one bedroom and one bathroom in each cottage with wardrobes and
also the beds are built in the same way. The pool has is partially covered by a curved membrane of cement, making a
shady area and a seating area in the same membrane construction. On the top of this covered part you can sunbathe
or jump into the deepest part of the pool. There is a pump room for the salt water pump and is also used as a room
where you can keep tools and gardening utensils. The shapes are organic, round and not done by artists. The main
house, the cottages, the pool and the complements are built by continuous membranes made out of reinforced
cement which is projected out by pressure. This system makes the resistant and secure against earthquakes or
hurricanes, meaning they are superior to “normal” homes. An attractive fence made out of stones and sculptures with
an iron gated entrance under a cemented arch separate these homes from the road. These buildings will make you
feel as if you are entering a magical world, with reminiscences of Gaudi´s and Underwasser´s projects: Tesela mosaics
created from broken tiles, stained glass windows built from recycled bottles and cement, rounded pavement edges,
sculptural forms and predominance of curves.

  4 sovrum   2 badrum   121m² Bygg storlek
  3.624m² Tomtstorlek   Simbassäng

680.000€
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